A. Conclusions

From the research that has been conducted, it can be concluded that there is significant difference between transcendental intelligence of Tasawuf and Psychotherapy and Non-Tasawuf and Psychotherapy students of Ushuluddin and Humaniora Faculty period 2013. Hypothesis of this study has rightly proved. Results from the analysis of Independen Sample T-test of transcendental intelligence between Tasawuf and Psychotherapy and Non-Tasawuf and Psychotherapy students obtained t value 5.881, with significant p value 0.000 which below 0.001 which shows a significant difference. While the mean shows that Tasawuf and Psychotherapy students have the higher mean than Non-Tasawuf and Psychotherapy students.

B. Suggestions

Based on the research results, there are some suggestions that would be benefit to the parties concerned. As for suggestions that could be delivered are as follows:

1. Transcendental intelligence is important intelligence besides other kind intelligence, therefore it should be both of Tasawuf and Psychotherapy and Non-Tasawuf and Psychotherapy
student can develop the transcendental intelligence potential respectively.

2. This research is a quantitative comparative research, for researchers who want to conduct similar research is expected to conduct research in more depth about the transcendental intelligence

3. The instrument of this research is compiled by researchers and proved to be valid and reliable. Researchers hope that this instrument can be used by subsequent researchers can even be refined into a better instrument

C. Closing

Praise be to Allah who has given grace to the researcher, because of His help researchers can accomplish this research. Prayers and peace be upon the prophet Muhammad man who gives a lot of inspiration, motivation, and a good example in living every aspect of life. Because this research is still far from perfect, researchers are open to criticism and suggestions for the good of this study.